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PUBLIC PERFORMANCE LICENSE 

 

Music and words - the songs that spring from their union - remain historically one of 

the ultimate ways of expression for all civilizations.  

 

At the same time, businesses of all kinds reinforce their cultural imprint and interaction with 

their clients, via the public performance of music works.  

 

All respective companies that make use of music while operating for the public, are obliged by 

law to secure the appropriate license.  

 

The fee that has to be paid for the use of music by each business entity, with respect to our 

represented repertoire, is defined according to the ORFIUM Music Rights Greece tariff table, in a 

simple, comprehensible and objective manner.   

 

For the shaping of the tariff table, factors related to the following are co-evaluated: 

● The location of the business entity 

● Its capacity 

● The type of business 

● Means that are used for the public performance of music 

● The benefits that the business entity enjoys, due to the public performance of music 

 

ORFIUM Music Rights Greece applies cutting-edge tech tools that are being developed in Greece 

by its parent company (ORFIUM), which has been awarded as the "StartUp Of The Year" by the 

Elevate Greece initiative. 

 

Due to these technological infrastructures and tools, ORFIUM Music Rights Greece can identify 

and match the repertoire used by each enterprise, in relation to our represented repertoire. At 

the same time, the use of technology allows limiting operating costs, thus the final amount paid 

to the beneficiaries of copyrights end up being larger and distributed with absolute 

transparency.  
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TARIFF TABLE ORFIUM MUSIC RIGHTS GREECE 2022 – URBAN AREAS, TOURIST AREAS & ISLANDS 

Venues where the music is an auxiliary element for their operation 

COMMERCIAL SECTOR 

Surface area (m2) 
Annual Fees 

From To 

1 100 26€ 

101 200 37€ 

201 300 53€ 

301 400 69€ 

401 500 85€ 

501 600 97€ 

601 700 109€ 

701 800 119€ 

801 900 133€ 

901 1000 147€ 

1001 1200 176€ 

1201 1400 205€ 

1401 1600 233€ 

1601 1800 262€ 

1801 2000 290€ 

2001 2500 362€ 

2501 3000 433€ 

3001 3500 505€ 

3501 4000 576€ 

4001 4500 648€ 

4501 5000 719€ 

5001 6000 862€ 

6001 7000 1.005€ 

7001 8000 1.148€ 

8001 9000 1.291€ 

9001 10000 1.434€ 

10001 12000 1.720€ 

12001 14000 2.006€ 

14001 16000 2.292€ 

16001 18000 2.578€ 

18001 20000 2.864€ 

20001 και άνω 3.150€ 

The above-mentioned values do not include tax 

This category includes all commercial business entities (SuperMarkets, Retail, Hairdressers, betting shops etc.).  
In the above stores music is reproduced via mechanical/audiovisual means or/and a computer. 

 


